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Preface
Food for Fifty is written for faculty and students to use as a resource in food production and food
management courses. The resource nature of Food for Fifty implies the text can be adapted for a
wide range of applications. This Instructor’s Guide includes learning activities and classroom
assignments that will highlight Food for Fifty’s usefulness as a valuable foodservice management
resource.
The Instructor’s Guide suggests assignments that will challenge students to apply information from
Part I (Introduction to Quantity Foodservice and Serving Food in Quantity), Parts II and III (Food
Production Tables; Foods and Food Production), Part IV (Recipes), and Appendix. Instructors will
find the assignment suggestions appropriate for designing multi-step projects suitable for homework
and for in-class discussion and problem solving activities.
Multiple choice, short answer, and problem-based questions have been written to aid instructors
with test preparation. A key is included. We hope this Instructor’s Guide will provide information
useful for designing meaningful classroom assignments and for developing test questions linked
specifically to the information in Food for Fifty.

About the Author
The Instructor’s Guide for Food for Fifty was prepared by Mary K. Molt, PhD, RD, LD. Mary is
the Associate Director of Housing and Dining Services and an Assistant Professor in the department
of Food Nutrition Dietetics and Health at Kansas State University. Nearly forty-five years of
experience working in a joint food management and teaching position has provided Mary with a
unique talent for making classroom learning experiences relevant to the challenges students will
experience in their careers. Her intention for this Instructor’s Guide is to convey some of her ideas
for teaching food production management concepts.
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Assignment Suggestions
Part I – Introduction to Quantity Foodservice and Serving Food in Quantity
Part I of Food for Fifty includes an introduction to the foodservice industry and general information
for Food for Fifty’s usefulness as a recipe development and foodservice planning resource.
Guidelines are included for menu planning and for planning special meals, receptions, and events.
Student assignment suggestions for Part I:
Foodservice Industry
▸ Interview a foodservice administrator to identify a.) foodservice challenges they have faced in
the past 12 months, b.) their response to the challenges they have faced, and c.) the impact on the
food production system that has resulted from any changes that were made.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, Table 1.1, p. 3]
▸ Interview a foodservice administrator from two different foodservice segments. In a short 2-5
page paper compare and contrast the foodservice challenges they have experienced in the last 12
months and the strategies for responding to the challenges faced. [Resource: Food for Fifty, Tables
1.1 and 1.2, pp. 3, 4]
▸ Select (or have assigned) one challenge from Table 1.1, p. 3. Based on information from a
literature review and/or interviews with foodservice administrators, write a short paper (5-7 pages)
that discusses the impact the challenge has made on the foodservice industry. Present information
in a five minute oral class report.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, Table 1.1, p. 3.
▸ Based on information from internet research, field trips/interviews, trade magazines, National
Restaurant Association publications, etc., describe the differences/similarities between foodservice
establishments from each foodservice segment (commercial, noncommercial or on-site, and
military). Include items as differences/similarities in menus, pricing, mission, philosophy, labor,
volume, etc.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, Table 1.2, p. 4, Appendix B, p. 884]
▸ Review menus that represent both the on-site and commercial segments of the foodservice
industry. Write a short (3-5 page) paper that compares and contrasts a.) menus, b.) equipment
requirements needed to produce the menu, and c.) skill level of production staff.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, Table 1.2, p. 4; p. 28; Table 7.22 p. 209).
▸ Understanding customers wants and needs is important to good menu planning. In small groups
discuss how the information in Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 (p. 30, 31) and Table 3.3 (p. 34) could be used
when writing and evaluating menus. What strategies could be used to learn about the eating
preferences of customers?
[Resource: Food for Fifty, Figures 3.2, 3.3 (pp. 30, 31) and Table 3.3 (p. 34).
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Recipe Development, Construction, and Adjustment
▸ Select a home-sized recipe from a popular magazine or cookbook and identify a similar recipe
[or recipes] in Food for Fifty. Write a new recipe following a standardized format by adapting the
Food for Fifty recipe(s) to incorporate changes that will make the new recipe similar to the homesize recipe.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, Table 1.3, p. 5; Chapter 2, p. 9; Appendix B, p. 884]
▸ Peruse a trade or popular magazine or trade association website. Identify recipes in Food for
Fifty that can be adapted to make recipes similar to those in the magazines or websites. Suggest
adaptations necessary to produce a product similar to the recipes identified. Following recipe
writing guidelines, write a recipe that makes the adaptations to the Food for Fifty recipe.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, Table 1.3, p. 5; Chapter 2, p. 9; Appendix B, p. 884]
▸ For two different recipes in each Food for Fifty recipe chapter, suggest adaptations that would
change the recipes’ ethnic profile.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, Tables 5.21 (p. 152-155), 5.22 (p. 157)]
▸ Recalculate recipe ingredient amounts for a few Food for Fifty recipes whose portion size
increases by 25%. [Resource: Food for Fifty, Chapter 2, p. 10, Recipe Adjustment]
▸ Select a home-sized recipe from a popular magazine or cookbook. Format the home-sized
recipe to be similar to a Food for Fifty recipe. Display liquid ingredients as volume and other
ingredients in pounds and ounces.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, Chapter 2, p. 9; Table 4.2, pp. 70-80]
▸ Choose a recipe from a non-standardized source (popular magazine, internet, or home-sized
cookbook). Re-write the recipe following a standardized format for recipes. Use a similar Food for
Fifty recipe as your guide.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, Chapter 2, p. 9, Appendix B, p. 884]
a.

Use weights and/or measures for all ingredients. Identify AP and EP weights when
appropriate. List ingredients in order of use.

b.

Describe the ingredients appropriately. For example, diced, dried, ground, fresh.

c.

Write all procedures using action verbs.

d.

Write appropriate production and post-production procedures for all time
temperature controlled for safety foods (TCS).

e.

Calculate the recipe for 50 portions (weighing or measuring the same as a similar
recipe in Food for Fifty.)

▸ Choose a recipe from a non-standardized source (popular magazine, internet, or homesized cookbook). Compare the recipe to a similar recipe in Food for Fifty. Are the ingredient
2

names descriptive? If not re-write the names to be more descriptive.
▸ Choose a recipe from a non-standardized source (popular magazine, internet, or home-sized
cookbook). Compare the recipe to a similar recipe in Food for Fifty. List ingredients in the correct
order based on production steps.
▸ Choose several recipes, from several categories of foods from Food for Fifty and suggest recipe
changes to reduce fat, sodium, and sugar.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, pp. 14-16]
▸ Modify three Food for Fifty recipes from different recipe categories to emphasize healthy
alternatives.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, pp. 14-16, Table 3.3, p. 34]
▸ Evaluate a menu and suggest ways to increase whole grains, reduce fat, and reduce sugar.
Suggest recipes from Food for Fifty that support your suggestions.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, pp. 14-16]
▸ Evaluate a menu from any foodservice segment and suggest ways to incorporate principles of
healthy, sustainable menus. [Resource: Food for Fifty, pp. 34, 36, www.menusofchange.org]
▸ Select a menu from an ethnic restaurant recipes from an ethnic cookbook. Identify Food for
Fifty recipes that could be used to produce a similar menu or recipes. Suggest adaptations to the
Food for Fifty recipes that would be necessary to achieve the desired ethnic profile.

Menu Planning and Planning Special Meals, Receptions, and Events
▸ Using Food for Fifty recipes and menu planning information, plan menus for a reception/tea,
coffee/brunch, and buffet style meal.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, p. 28]
▸ Using Food for Fifty recipes and menu planning information, plan a non-selective menu and a
selective menu for a specific age group. Adapt the menus for a different age group.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, p. 28]
▸ Plan a serving table arrangement for a reception/tea, coffee/brunch, and a buffet meal.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, pp. 47-49]
▸ Suggest alternative table arrangements for events with a small and large number of guests.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, pp. 49-50]
▸ Suggest buffet table arrangements for rooms with various dimensions.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, pp. 49-50]
3

▸ Develop plate presentation instructions for a served meal.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, p. 53]
▸ Observe a meal being served. Critique the plate presentation.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, p. 53]
▸ Prepare an education/training program for new employees hired to serve a served banquet meal.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, p. 53]
▸ Demonstrate how to set a table for a served banquet meal.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, p. 51]
▸ Demonstrate correct methods for serving a meal at a banquet.
[Resource: Food for Fifty, p. 53]
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Parts I, II, and III -- Food Production Tables
Food for Fifty includes tables and guides that students will use for ordering food, adjusting recipes,
and planning, preparing, and serving food. Basic information for cooking temperatures, food
equivalents and substitutions, and equipment capacity is also given.
▸ Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 – Direct-Reading Measurement Tables.
These tables are useful for increasing and decreasing recipe amounts. Assignment suggestions:
1.
Practice increasing and decreasing recipes using the direct-reading measurement tables.
2.
Discuss briefly when Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 would be useful resources.
▸ Table 4.1 – Amounts of Food to Serve 50.
This table suggests amounts of food to purchase and prepare for 50 persons, based on portion size
listed in the table. Assignment suggestions:
1.
Calculate amount of food to purchase when portion sizes change.
2.
Calculate amount of food to purchase when the number of portions increase and/or decrease.
3.
Discuss briefly a situation when Table 4.1 would be a useful resource.
▸ Table 4.2 – Food Weights and Approximate Equivalents in Measure,
▸ Table 4.10 – Weight and Approximate Measure Equivalents for Commonly Used Foods.
Information in these two tables is useful when converting recipe ingredients from weight to measure
or vice versa. Assignment suggestions:
1.
Calculate the approximate weight for foods with a known volume.
2.
Calculate the approximate measure for foods with a known weight.
3.
Discuss briefly a situation when Tables 4.2 and 4.10 would be useful resources.
▸ Table 4.3 – Yield, Availability, and Storage of Fresh Fruits and Vegetables.
This table provides information for determining the weight differences between as purchased fresh
produce (AP) and edible portion weight after preparation (EP). Assignment suggestions:
1.
Calculate EP yield for a fresh fruit or vegetable item. Compare the results with the
corresponding product in Table 4.3. Discuss the reasons for any variance between actual EP
percent and Table 4.3.
2.
Calculate amount of fresh produce to purchase when EP weights are known.
3.
Discuss briefly a situation when Table 4.3 would be a useful resource.
4.
Discuss reasons for EP yields to be different from amounts in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 provides information for fresh fruit and vegetable availability.
Assignment suggestions:
1.
Use a menu from a restaurant, long term care facility, school, etc., and identify the produce
that is appropriate to be purchased fresh. (Assume a specific season of the year).
2.
Evaluate a printed menu for appropriateness served during the different seasons of the year.
3.
Discuss the issues to consider when storing fruits and vegetables.
4.
Suggest a storage arrangement for produce in a produce refrigerator.
▸ Table 4.8 – Basic Equivalents in Measures and Weights.
5

Information in this table is useful when converting measures from large units to smaller units.
Assignment suggestions:
1.
Calculate number of cups per gallon, quart, pint; number of teaspoons/tablespoons per cup.
2.
Convert ounces, pounds, and volume measurements to metric measurements.
3.
Discuss briefly a situation when Table 4.8 would be a useful resource.
▸ Table 4.12 – Metric Equivalents for Weight, Measure, and Temperature.
Information in this table is useful when metric equivalents are needed for weights, measures, and
temperatures. Assignment suggestions:
1.
Calculate metric weights from U.S. weights and vice versa.
2.
Convert temperatures from Fahrenheit to Centigrade.
3.
Discuss briefly a situation when Table 4.12 would be a useful resource.
▸ Table 6.3 – Convection Oven Baking Times and Temperatures,
▸ Table 6.4 – Deep-fat Frying Temperatures,
▸ Table 7.4 – Refrigerator Defrosting Times for Meats, Seafood, and Poultry.
Information in these three tables provides guidelines for thawing, baking, and frying times of foods
in several food categories. Assignment suggestions:
1.
Write a timing schedule for thawing, baking, and frying various foods.
2.
Calculate a timing schedule for products using a conventional oven and a convection oven.
3.
Discuss briefly a situation when Tables 6.3, 6.4, and 7.4 would be useful resources.
▸
▸
▸
▸
▸
▸
▸

Table 7.1 – Guidelines for Reducing the Risk of Food-borne Illness,
Table 7.3 – Cold Food Storage Temperatures,
Table 7.5 – Temperatures and Bacteria Growth,
Table 7.6 – Safe Internal Temperatures for Cooked Foods,
Table 7.7 – Food Serving Temperatures and Holding Times,
Table 7.8 – Food Cooling and Storage Procedures,
Table 7.9 – Time and Temperature Standards for Reducing Food Safety Hazards of
Time/Temperature Control for Safety (TCS) foods,
▸ Table 7.12 – Time/Temperature Control for Safety (TCS) foods,
These tables provide the recommended procedures and standards for reducing the safety hazards of
Time/Temperature Control for Safety (TCS) foods. Assignment suggestions:
1.
Using the information in Tables 7.1, 7.3, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, and 7.12 prepare a safe food
handling lesson for a storekeeper, cook, and service employee. Tailor the lessons so they
match the traditional responsibilities for each category of employee. For example, the
storekeeper lesson should include handling raw food before production, the cook during
production and post production, and service during the time the food is served.
2.

For this assignment, select an entree recipe from a popular magazine or home-sized
cookbook. Rewrite the recipe using a format similar to recipes in Food for Fifty and include
all production and post-production information that will reduce food safety hazards.

▸ Table 7.6 – Safe Internal Temperatures for Cooked Foods,
▸ Table 7.7 – Food Serving Temperatures and Holding Times.
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Information in these tables provides safe end-point cooking temperatures for meats, fish, and
poultry and for safe food serving temperatures and holding times. Assignment suggestions:
1.
Using a recipe without the end-point cooking temperatures and the safe holding
temperatures identified, add the internal cooking temperature requirements, and safe serving
and holding times, for the TCS meat, fish, or poultry products (Time/Temperature Control
for Safety foods).
2.
Discuss the relationship between safe food and quality food.
3.
Discuss briefly a situation when Tables 7.6 and 7.7 would be useful resources.
▸ Table 7.13 – Selected Bacterial, Parasitic, and Viral Food Safety Hazards,
Table provides information about bacterial, parasitic, and viral food safety hazards associated with
foods and methods for reducing food safety risks.
1.
Using Table 7.13 develop a short education program designed to educate food production
and service staff about bacterial, parasitic, and viral food safety hazards and how to control
for food safety.
▸ Table 7.19 – Dipper Equivalents,
▸ Table 7.20 – Ladle Equivalents.
Information in these two tables provides approximate measures and weights for dippers and ladles
of various sizes. Assignment suggestions:
1.
Calculate the number of ladles and/or dippers that a specified amount of food will yield.
2.
Measure the number of ladles or dippers that are possible from different pan sizes and using
different sized ladles or dippers.
3.
Calculate yield differences when a different size dipper or ladle is used for portioning food
than the recipe specifies.
4.
Calculate the different weights for dippers and ladles that are measured level versus
rounded.
5.
Calculate the food cost per serving difference for a juice punch that is portioned using an 8
oz ladle instead of a 6 oz ladle. Information to use for calculations: food cost for 1 gallon is
$5.00.
6.
Discuss briefly a situation when Tables 7.19 and 7.20 would be useful resources.
▸ Table 7.21 – Recommended Mixer Bowl and Steam-Jacketed Kettle Sizes for Selected
Products.
This table is helpful in specifying the size of equipment to use when preparing varying product
batch sizes. Assignment suggestions:
1.
For different categories of recipes in Food for Fifty, identify the size of mixer bowl or
steam-jacketed kettle that is most appropriate to use for making 75 and 150 portions.
2.
Discuss reasons for selecting correctly sized mixer bowls or steam-jacketed kettles. Discuss
problems that can occur when the wrong sized mixer bowls or steam-jacketed kettles are
used.
3.
Discuss briefly when Table 7.21 would be a useful resource.
▸ Table 7.17 – Pan Capacities for Baked Products,
▸ Table 7.18 – Counter Pan Capacities,
7

▸ Table 4.11 – Common Can Sizes.
These tables give information for pan and can size capacities. Assignment suggestions:
1.
Discuss briefly when Tables 7.17, 7.18, and 4.11 would be useful resources.
▸ Table 7.22 – Large-equipment Requirements for Basic Cooking Methods.
This table identifies the large equipment used for cooking foods by different cooking methods.
Assignment suggestions:
1.
Identify the equipment requirements to produce a specific menu.
2.
Write a one day menu that can be produced in a kitchen with the following large equipment:
(provide list of equipment)
3.
The kitchen’s steam-jacketed kettle is being repaired and not available for making the
marinara sauce. What equipment substitution would be appropriate in order to make the
sauce? What recipe changes might need to be considered when using the alternate piece of
equipment you selected?

Part III – Foods and Food Production
Part III of Food for Fifty describes common categories of foods and includes purchasing
information and quantity food production fundamentals. Included also are guidelines for evaluating
food quality and preparing and serving food safely. Knife and other small equipment information
are included. Student assignment suggestions for Part III:
▸ Write a non-selective menu (one meal). Prepare a food production schedule for the menu
(assume 50 guests). Identify on the production schedule the large equipment necessary to produce
the meal.
▸ Discuss the benefits for converting spices from volume measurement to weight measurement.
What reasons are there for measuring spices by volume?
▸ Discuss the reasons for weight/measure differences between different forms of dry spices (i.e.,
ground, leaf, whole).
▸ Peruse a trade magazine or a popular magazine (Appendix B, p. 884.) Discuss creative ideas for
using fresh herbs in cooking and garnishing.
▸ Peruse a trade magazine or a popular magazine (Appendix B, p. 884) and a recently published
cookbook. Identify the flavor profile of several ethnic recipes. Identify the recipe attributes that
would be associated with deliciousness.
▸ Identify the spice profile for foods from different regions of the world. Compare the spice
profile of several ethnic recipes with the spice profile you have identified.
▸ Peruse a trade magazine or a popular magazine (Appendix B, p. 884). Find a recipe that uses
fresh herbs in a creative way. Identify a recipe in Food for Fifty that could be adapted to make a
similar recipe as in the trade or popular magazine that you chose. Discuss the adaptations that
would need to be made. Re-write the Food for Fifty recipe to reflect the adaptations you suggest.
8

▸ Prepare a spice blend suggested in Food for Fifty (p. 156). Compare the flavor profile of the
prepared spice blend with a similar purchased spice blend product. Discuss ways to use spice
blends.
▸ Identify the desirable sensory attributes for a food product and evaluate the food according to the
attributes identified.
▸ Write or locate a simple non-selective menu for one meal. Identify the mis en place that would
help production staff be more efficient during food production.
▸ Evaluate a menu item for quality characteristics throughout the preparation steps and when
served.
▸ Evaluate and compare the quality of a purchased product and a similar product made from
scratch.
▸ Write a quality standard for a product in each recipe category of Food for Fifty (beverages,
breads, desserts, eggs/cheese, fish/shellfish, meat, pasta/rice/cereals/grains/beans, poultry,
salads/dressings, sandwiches/sauces/marinades/rubs, soups, vegetables).
▸ Discuss why product standards are helpful in producing quality food.
▸ Evaluate menus for their appropriateness to serve clientele who follow food customs/practices of
different religions (Catholic, Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints, Hindu, Jewish,
Muslim, Protestant, Seventh-Day Adventist).
▸ Identify tough and tender cuts of beef. Discuss the appropriate cooking methods for tough and
tender cuts of beef.
▸ Calculate the amount of edible product (EP) that is expected from: 5 lb ground beef (80% lean)
(AP) and 10 lb white potatoes (AP). Calculate the amount of as purchased product (AP) that is
required to yield 5 lb ground beef (EP) and 10 lb white potatoes (EP).
▸ Demonstrate correct knife skills for chopping herbs, onions, garlic.
▸ Demonstrate how to cut vegetables into different shapes.

Part IV – Recipes
Part IV of Food for Fifty includes standardized recipes for foods in all menu categories.
Assignment suggestions for Part IV include:
9

▸ Choose a recipe from a non-standardized source (popular magazine, internet, or homesized cookbook). Compare the recipe to a similar recipe in Food for Fifty. Identify several reasons
for why the recipe may not produce the same product look and quality when prepared in a
commercial kitchen.
▸ Choose a recipe from a non-standardized source (popular magazine, internet, or home-sized
cookbook). Compare the recipe to a similar recipe in Food for Fifty. What differences could you
expect to see if both products were made and evaluated side-by-side.
▸ Following recipes and cooking timetables in Part IV, calculate production start times for roast
beef, whole turkey, and roasted vegetables. Assume a 6:00 p.m. meal start time.

Appendix
The appendix is a useful resource for menu planning using Food for Fifty recipes and for directing
food production. Assignment suggestions for the Appendix include:
▸ Plan a menu using the menu items listed in Appendix A, p. 877.
▸ Following the garnish suggestions in Appendix A, suggest appropriate garnishes for several
foods in each Food for Fifty recipe category.
▸ Discuss appropriate garnishes for several Food for Fifty recipes. Are any of the garnishes
selected dependent on season of the year because of produce availability and cost?
▸ Evaluate/critique the garnishment of food shown in trade magazines or popular cookbooks.
▸ Compare and contrast the food pricing methods as described in Appendix C, p. 885.
▸ Calculate yields for a variety of meats and vegetables. Use formulas in Appendix D, p. 886.
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Multiple Choice Questions
Food Production
1. Ethylene gas produced by some fruits and vegetables will:
a.
inhibit ripening of all fruits and vegetables
b.
inhibit ripening of some fruits and vegetables
c.
promote ripening of some fruits and vegetables
d.
promote ripening of all fruits and vegetables
2. Creaming flour, baking powder, and shortening before adding sugar, salt, liquids, and eggs is an
example of what method of mixing butter or shortened cakes?
a.
conventional
b.
dough-batter
c.
dry blending and wetting
d.
muffin
3. An adequately mixed yeast dough will:
a.
develop a soft sticky surface
b.
lighten slightly in color
c.
spring back when touched lightly
d.
stretch to resemble a thin membrane
4. Quick breads are leavened by:
a.
baking soda, active dry yeast
b.
baking powder, steam
c.
compressed yeast, steam
d.
steam, hydrogenated shortening
5. The function of mixing and kneading yeast dough is to:
a.
develop a gluten structure that will entrap the carbon dioxide gas
b.
force out excess carbon dioxide so the yeast fermentation can begin
c.
tighten the gluten strands so the bread will rise quickly and evenly
d.
warm the dough to an optimal temperature for yeast fermentation
6. Very cool storage (32oF – 45oF) is recommended for:
a.
chili powder
b.
cinnamon
c.
fennel
d.
poppy seeds
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